
AUDIO AND VIDEO 
SOLUTIONS GUIDE
GREAT IDEAS NEED TO BE HEARD



We put the world on speaking terms.



Who is ClearOne?
ClearOne is a communications solutions company that develops and sells audio
and video solutions and other related products for audio, video, and web 
conferencing collaboration and connectivity applications. The reliability, flexibility, 
and performance of ClearOne’s comprehensive solutions enhance the quality of 
life through better communication, education, and entertainment.

ClearOne dominates the professional conferencing space with over 50% global
market share and is a pioneer in audio conferencing technologies. We have 
developed a broad portfolio of award-winning products that benefit from our
innovative leadership in areas such as distributed echo cancellation, automatic
microphone mixing, signal routing, equalization, automatic level control,
compression, and other advanced audio processing functions.

ClearOne delivers the ultimate IP A/V experience by distributing high definition 
audio and video over TCP/IP networks. ClearOne’s products, designed for 
commercial and residential use, offer unprecedented levels of performance, 
functionality, simplicity, reliability, and expandability. By combining  audio/video 
content, meta-data and control signals into one stream and incorporating 
industry standards, ClearOne‘s newly patented StreamNet   solutions are a smart 
investment, enabling the Power of AV over IP   -today.

ClearOne’s StreamNet technology provides elegant solutions for streaming media
& control applications such as digital signage, distribution of HD video and audio,
LAN cloud matrix switching, and audio paging over data networks.
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When multiple microphones are active simultaneously in a conference phone, voice 
signals arrive at different microphones at different times due to sound reflection from 
walls, ceilings and other surfaces. This causes distortion, which participants usually 
describe as a “hollow” or “tunnel” sound. ClearOne’s First Microphone Priority
technology minimizes this distortion by using an intelligent voice detection method
to activate only one microphone at a time based on the proximity of the person doing
the talking.

ClearOne Technology .04

FIRST MICROPHONE PRIORITY
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The CHAT speakerphone products
provide unmatched full-duplex audio
clarity and connect to a wide variety
of devices for conferencing wherever
and whenever you want.

CHAT®

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS 
PERSONAL AND GROUP CONFERENCING
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Over 100 million people are using their PCs as a phone.
That’s a lot of people that can use a CHAT 50.
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The CHAT 50 is a portable audio peripheral that connects to a variety of devices 
and provides crystal-clear, hands-free audio communications. With unmatched 
full-duplex capability, users can simultaneously speak and listen without audio 
cutting in and out.  The CHAT 50 can connect to cell phones and deliver rich audio  
playback for music, gaming and other sound files.

CHAT® 50

CHAT 50 USB                                                                                    
The industry’s first true full-duplex personal conferencing 
device, the CHAT 50 connects to PCs and laptops, 
telephones, cell phones, desktop video conferencing 
systems, and MP3 players for remarkably clear audio 
communications and playback. It delivers full-bandwidth 
frequency response for full, rich audio with unmatched 
full-duplex performance. Comes with USB cable and 
quick start guide. Separate cables required for non-USB 
connections.

CHAT 50 USB Plus                                                                                       
This CHAT 50 model bundles accessories for cell phones 
and some telephones and includes the CHAT 50 personal 
speaker phone, USB cable, cell phone and telephone 
audio cable (2.5mm-3.5mm), power adapter and quick 
start guide.

CHAT

CHAT 50 USB PLus International                                                                                      
This CHAT 50 model bundles accessories for cell phones 
and some telephones, and includes an international power 
supply. This bundle includes the CHAT 50 personal speaker 
phone, USB cable, cell phone and telephone audio cable 
(2.5mm-3.5mm), power adapter with international power 
clips (US, Europe, UK, Australia) and quick start guide.
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CHAT® 50 USAGE PROFILES

Unified Communications Clients

Internet Telephony

Enterprise Telephony

VoIP Softphones

Smartphones and Cell Phones

Web Conferencing

Instant Messenger

Desktop Video Conferencing

Audio Playback

PC-based Gaming

+ Avaya, Cisco, IBM, Microsoft, Siemens and others

+ Google Talk, Skype and others

+ Avaya, Cisco and others

+ Avaya, Cisco, Mirial and others

+ HTC, LG, Motorola, Nokia, Palm, RIM and Sony Ericsson

+ IBM Workplace/SameTime, Microsoft Live Meeting and others

+ AOL, Microsoft MSN, Yahoo and others

+ Cisco, LifeSize, Polycom, Sony, Vidyo and others

+ iPod, Quicktime, RealPlayer, Windows Media Player and others

+ TeamSpeak and others
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CHAT® 50 CONFIGURATIONS

CHAT 50 USB Plus
International
910-159-002-01

CHAT 50 
Global Traveler
910-159-003

CHAT 50 USB
910-159-001

CHAT 50 BUNDLES

+

+ + +

+ + + +

+ + + + + +

CHAT 50 ACCESSORIES

CHAT 50 USB Plus
910-159-002

CHAT 50 USB/
mini-USB cable (3-foot)
830-159-001

CHAT 50 cell phone
audio cable (3.5mm–2.5mm)
830-159-002

CHAT 50 video 
conferencing cable
(3.5mm-RCA; 6-foot)
830-159-003

CHAT 50 video 
conferencing cable
(3.5mm-3.5mm)
830-159-004

CHAT 50 MP3 
player audio cable
(3.5mm-3.5mm; 3-foot)
830-159-005

CHAT 50 video 
conferencing cable 
(3.5mm to headphone/
microphone jack) 830-159-006

CHAT 50 Cisco 
telephone audio cable
(3.5mm to RJ-9 w/headset 
privacy switch) 830-159-007

CHAT 50 travel case 
(fits CHAT 50, power supply, 
cables) 460-159-001

CHAT 50 travel case 
(fits CHAT 50, cables) 
460-159-003

CHAT 50 universal 
power supply
(clips not included)
551-159-001

CHAT 50 international 
power supply clips 
(US, EU, UK, AUS)
551-153-500-01G

CHAT 50 Inter-Tel
telephone audio cable
(3.5mm to RJ-9) 
830-159-008

CHAT 50 Avaya 
telephone audio cable
(3.5mm to RJ-9) 
830-159-009

CHAT

The CHAT 50 comes in multiple bundled configurations to allow users to choose the accessories 
they want. Cables and other accessories are also available separately to customize the CHAT 50 
to exact needs.
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Tired of huddling around your office telephone 
and shouting to those on the other end of the call? 
Read on for a much better solution.
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The CHAT 150 connects to telephones, PCs, and video conferencing systems for rich, 
full-duplex audio that is far superior to the built-in options on these devices. A perfect 
addition to the office or conference room for greatly enhanced collaboration.

CHAT® 150 & CHATAttach™ 150

CHAT 150 USB                                                                                    
Connects to PC or laptops via USB for superior wide-band 
audio performance for VoIP softphones and Internet based 
video conferencing, instant messaging, and any other PC 
based audio applications.

CHATAttach 150  NEW                                                                                       
USB Conference calls are no longer limited to small tables.
The CHATAttach 150 facilitates USB conferencing for 
medium and large conference rooms. The CHATAttach 
conferencing system, which includes two CHAT 150s, 
enables even distribution of micrphones and loudspeakers 
as well as centralized access to mute and volume controls. 
No matter where participants are seated, converstations 
are natural and effortless. A professional audio solution for 
USB conference calls located in medium and large sized 
conference rooms.                                                                                     

CHAT

CHAT 150 for Enterprise Telephones                                                                                        
Connects to leading enterprise telephone handsets Allows 
user to utilize the functions of the phone but enjoy business-
class audio conferencing performance. Eliminates the need 
to install additional lines since it utilizes whatever line type 
the phone Includes a breakout box that allows users to 
switch between speaker mode and privacy mode with a 
headset. Also includes a USB port for connecting to a PC.

*Note: connectivity to telephone handsets is limited to specific models.   

CHAT 150 VC                                                                                     
Connects to video conferencing systems, both installed and 
set-top. Provides greatly enhanced audio performance for 
small groups, delivering 360-degree mic pickup and crystal 
clear audio. Also includes USB port for connecting to a PC.
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CHAT® 150 & CHATAttach™ 150 USAGE PROFILES

+ Avaya, Cisco, and others (connectivity limited to certain models)

+ Skype, Vonage, and others

+ Avaya, Cisco, Nortel, and others

+ IBM Workplace, Microsoft Live Meeting, WebEx, and others

+ AOL, Microsoft MSN, Yahoo, and others

+ Cisco, LifeSize, Polycom and others

+ QuickTime, RealPlayer, Windows Media Player, and others

Enterprise Telephones

Internet Telephony

VoIP Softphones

Web Conferencing

Instant Messenger

Video Conferencing

Audio Playback
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CHAT® 150 & CHATAttach™ 150 
CONFIGURATIONS

CHAT® 150 & CHATAttach™ 150 USAGE PROFILES

CHAT

The CHAT 150 comes in four versions allowing users to connect to enterprise telephones, PCs, and 
video conferencing systems. All systems have a USB port for connectivity to a PC. The telephone 
models vary by handset manufacturer since the breakout boxes that connect the CHAT 150 to the 
phone are tailored to the specific requirements of the phone. CHATAttach is now available for USB 
configurations

CHAT 150 USB
910-156-200

CHATAttach 150 USB
910-156-200-00

CHAT 150 For Enterprise Telephones
910-156-222 Avaya
910-156-220 Cisco

CHAT 150 VC
910-156-230
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What business doesn’t use Skype today? The CHAT 60, 
CHAT 160, and CHATAttach™160 speakerphones now 
give Skype users the best hands-free audio available.
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The CHAT 60, CHAT 160, and CHATAttach 160 are new high performance 
speakerphones that provide crystal-clear, hands-free audio with Skype. The CHAT 60
is designed for personal use and can be used in the office, at home, or on the 
road - perfect for the teleworker or travelling professional. The CHAT 160 is a 
group speakerphone, perfect for executive offices or small conference rooms. The 
CHATAttach 160 is perfect for medium or large conference rooms.

CHAT® 60/160 CHATAttach™ 160

CHAT

CHAT 60                                                        
About the same size as a deck of cards, the CHAT 60 is a
personal speakerphone that connects to PCs or laptops via 
USB providing hands-free communication with Skype. 
Containing HDConference audio technologies, the CHAT 
60 delivers full-bandwidth frequency response for rich audio 
and unmatched full-duplex performance. The CHAT 60 is 
completely plug-and-play and comes with a USB cable and 
quick start guide. 

CHAT 160
The industry’s first group speakerphone optimized for Skype, 
the CHAT 160 connects to PCs or laptops via USB for rich, 
hands-free communication. The CHAT 160 contains 
HDConference, our suite of high-performance audio 
technologies, and delivers full-bandwidth frequency 
response for crystal-clear audio with unmatched full-duplex 
performance. The CHAT 160 has 3 microphones for full 
360˚pickup and a large loudspeaker, making it the perfect 
audio peripheral for individuals or groups of as many as 6 
participants. The CHAT 160 is completely plug-and-play and 
comes with a USB cable and quick start guide. 

CHATAttach 160                                                                                     
Skype calls are no longer limited to small tables. The
CHATAttach 160 facilitates Skype calls for medium and 
large conference rooms. The CHATAttach 160 conferencing 
system, which includes two CHAT 160s, enables even 
distribution of microphones and loudspeakers as well 
as centralized access to mute and volume controls. No 
matter where participants are seated, conversations are 
natural and effortless. A professional audio solution for 
Skype conference calls located in medium and large sized 
conference rooms.
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CHAT® 60/160 CHATAttach™ 160
USAGE PROFILES

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHAT 60
+ Hands-free calls for individuals
+ Perfect for teleworkers or travelling professionals

Skype

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHAT 160
+ Hands-free calls for individuals
+ Hands-free calls for groups of as many as 6 participants
+ Perfect for executive offices, home offices, or small conference rooms

Skype

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHATAttach 160
+ Hands-free calls for groups up to 12 Participants.
+ Perfect for medium of large conference rooms

Skype



+
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CHAT® 60/160 & CHATAttach™ 160
CONFIGURATIONS

CHAT® 60/160 CHATAttach™ 160
USAGE PROFILES

CHAT

The CHAT 60, CHAT 160, and CHATAttach 160 all come with USB ports and come with a USB cable 
for direct connection to your PC or laptop. All devices have complete plug-and-play functionality 
with Skype, requiring no software to be installed prior to use. CHATAttach is now available for USB 
configurations.

CHAT 60 USB
910-159-251

CHAT 160 USB
910-156-251

CHATAttach 160 USB
910-156-251-00
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Microsoft Lync is rapidly becoming an important tool for 
communication and collaboration in the enterprise. The 
CHAT 70 and CHAT 170 speakerphones give those users the 
best hands-free audio available.
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The CHAT 70 and CHAT 170 are new high performance USB speakerphones that
provide crystal-clear, hands-free audio with Microsoft Lync.  The CHAT 70 is designed 
for personal use and can be used in the office, at home, or on the road- perfect for 
the teleworker or traveling professional. The CHAT 170 is a group speakerphone and is 
perfect for executive offices or small conference rooms. 

CHAT® 70/170 & CHATAttach™ 170

CHAT 70                                                        
About the same size as a deck of cards, the CHAT 70 is a 
personal speakerphone that connects to PCs or laptops 
via USB providing hands-free communication with Lync. 
Containing HDConference audiotechnologies, the CHAT 70 
delivers full-bandwidth frequency response for rich audio 
and unmatched full-duplex performance. The CHAT 70 is 
completely plug-and-play and comes with a USB cable and 
quick start guide.

CHAT 

CHAT 170
The industry’s first group speakerphone optimized for 
Microsoft Lync, the CHAT 170 connects to PCs or laptops 
via USB for rich, hands-free communication. he CHAT 170 
contains HDConference, our suite of high-performance 
audio technologies, and delivers full-bandwidth frequency 
response for crystal-clear audio with unmatched full-duplex 
performance. The CHAT 170 has 3 microphones for full 
360˚ pickup and a large loudspeaker, making it the perfect 
audio peripheral for individuals or groups of as many as 6 
participants. The CHAT 170 is completely plug-and-play and  
comes with a USB cable and quick start guide.

CHATAttach 170                                                                                     
Lync conference calls are no longer limited to small tables.
The CHATAttach 170 facilitates USB conferencing for 
medium and large conference rooms. The CHATAttach 
conferencing system, which includes two CHAT 170s, 
enables even distribution of microphones and loudspeakers 
as well as centralized access to mute and volume controls. 
No matter where participants are seated, conversations 
are natural and effortless. A professional audio solution for 
Microsoft Lync conference calls located in medium and large 
sized conference rooms.
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CHAT® 70/170 & CHATAttach™ 170
USAGE PROFILES

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHAT 70
+ Hands-free calls for individuals
+ Perfect for teleworkers or travelling professionals

Microsoft Lync

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHAT 170
+ Hands-free calls for individuals
+ Hands-free calls for groups of as many as 6 participants
+ Perfect for executive offices, home offices, or small conference rooms

Microsoft Lync

+ Completely plug-and-play
+ Incoming calls ring on the CHATAttach 170
+ Hands-free calls for groups up to 12 Participants.
+ Perfect for medium of large conference rooms

Microsoft Lync



+
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CHAT® 70/170 & CHATAttach™ 170
CONFIGURATIONS

CHAT® 70/170 & CHATAttach™ 170
USAGE PROFILES

CHAT

The CHAT 70, CHAT 170, and CHATAttach 170 all contain USB ports and come with a USB cable for 
direct connection to your PC or laptop. All  devices have complete plug-and-play functionality and 
require no software or drivers to be installed prior to use. CHATAttach is now available for USB 
configurations.

CHAT 70 USB
910-159-250

CHAT 170 USB
910-156-250

CHATAttach 170 USB
910-156-250-00
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The vast majority of conference calls are conducted using narrow-band phone signals,
which eliminate the high and low tones from the participants’ voices. This causes
listener fatigue due to participants straining to hear what is being said. Our ClearEffect
technology creates natural, full-sounding audio by simulating the high and low tones
that were eliminated by the narrow-band signal. This makes the call sound much more
natural and easier to listen to, kind of like going from a clock radio to a full-room
entertainment system. 

ClearOne Technology .02

ClearEffect™
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Complete conferencing room solutions with
flexibility in mind. INTERACT AT includes all
the necessary audio equipment and peripherals
for conferencing, making it a truly plug and play
system. Customize your solution with multiple
options of microphones, loudspeakers, controllers,
and audio interface devices.

INTERACT™ AT

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP CONFERENCING 
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High performance conferencing solutions save organizations 
time and money by creating natural environments for
effective communications.
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Enables Unified Communications in the conference room. Connects to Skype, 
Microsoft Lync and other PC based audio and video applications, providing an 
exceptional audio experience.

INTERACT AT

INTERACT AT                                                                                      
Audio conferencing mixer with integrated AEC processing
for 9 channels, 2 line input/output, telephone hybrid and
integrated amplifier.

INTERACT MIC                                                                                      
INTERACT MIC is a microphone pod with 3 elements
providing a complete 360 degree coverage. Audio from
INTERACT is sent to mixer via single CAT 5 cable. Up to
three INTERACT MIC pods can be used with each mixer.

INTERACT COM                                                                                    
UC interface device that includes a USB audio and
headset audio interface for direct connection to PC and
enterprise telephone sets. Also includes GPIO interface
for room feedback.

INTERACT Dialer                                                                                      
Tabletop controller for dialing and room audio controls.

Speakers                                                                                      
Ceiling or wall mount options provide premium sound in the 
conference compared to speakerphones.

INTERACT
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INTERACT AT USAGE PROFILES

+ Enables Unified Communications in the conference room.

+ USB port connects to PC’s and laptops. 

+ Headset port connects to Cisco, Avaya, and Nortel telephone sets.

+ Multi-codec Audio Bridging capability allows Interact AT users to conference 

    with Skype, Lync, telephone  and video conference users together simultaneously

+ Simplified installation combines all microphone signals into single CAT 5/6 cable.           

+ Multiple options for microphone and speaker combinations. 

+ Easy to install, program, and use.

   

INTERACT AT
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INTERACT AT ROOM APPLICATIONS

Video Conferencing System (OPE)

InOut

Enterprise Handset (OPE)

PC with Softphone or
Video Conferencing Application (OPE)

* INTERACT Mics and Mic EX can be 
  used in the same system up to total of three

Mixer

INTERACT COM (wired)

INTERACT Mics*

OPE = Owner Provided Equipment

USB
Audio

INTERACT MIC EX*

Line In

Ethernet

Teleco

To Telephone Line

To LAN (For System Control)

Speakers

Wired Dialer

INTERACT

INTERACT AT Wired Connection Diagram.
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High performance conferencing solutions save organizations 
time and money by creating natural environments for effective 
communications.
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The INTERACT AT for Skype delivers a superior audio solution in any Unified 
Communications conference room environment. Users experience exceptional audio 
performance at an affordable price. Utilizing USB audio, INTERACT AT for Skype 
bundles include all the necessary equipment for state-of-the-art HDConference® 
audio quality.

INTERACT® AT for Skype

INTERACT

INTERACT AT for Skype                                                                                       
Audio conferencing mixer with integrated AEC processing 
for 9 channels, 2 line input/output, telephone hybrid and 
integrated amplifier.

INTERACT Wired or Wireless Dialer                                                                                      
A tabletop controller for dialing and select room audio controls 
for Unified Communications clients.

INTERACT MIC                                                                                      
INTERACT MIC is a microphone pod with 3 elements 
providing complete 360-degree coverage. Audio from 
INTERACT is sent to mixer via single CAT 5 cable. Up to 
three INTERACT MIC pods can be used with each mixer.

INTERACT Speakers                                                                                    
A pair of wall mount speakers that distribute crystal-clear 
audio to all participants in the group room.

INTERACT COM                                                                                     
A Unified Communications interface device that 
includes a USB audio and headset audio interface 
for direct connection to PC and enterprise telephone 
sets. Also includes GPIO interface for room status 
feedback.
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INTERACT AT/INTERACT AT for Skype
USAGE PROFILES

Unified Communications Clients

Internet Telephony

Enterprise Telephony

VoIP Softphones

Smartphones and Cell Phones

Web Conferencing

Instant Messenger

Desktop Video Conferencing

Audio Playback

PC-based Gaming

+ Avaya, Cisco, IBM, Microsoft, Siemens and others

+ Google Talk, Skype and others

+ Avaya, Cisco and others

+ Avaya, Cisco, Mirial and others

+ HTC, LG, Motorola, Nokia, Palm, RIM and Sony Ericsson

+ IBM Workplace/SameTime, Microsoft Live Meeting and others

+ AOL, Microsoft MSN, Yahoo and others

+ Cisco, LifeSize, Polycom, Sony, Vidyo and others

+ iPod, Quicktime, RealPlayer, Windows Media Player and others

+ TeamSpeak and others
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INTERACT AT/INTERACT AT for Skype
CONFIGURATIONS

INTERACT AT/INTERACT AT for Skype
USAGE PROFILES

INTERACT

Video Conferencing System**

InOut

Enterprise Handset**

PC with Unified Communications 
audio or video client

* INTERACT Mics and Mic EX can be 
  used in the same system up to total of three

Mixer

INTERACT COM

INTERACT Mics*

** Owner Provided Equipment

USB
Audio

Ethernet
To Analog Telephone Line

To LAN For Remote 
Configuration and Management

ClearOne Speakers

INTERACT Dialer

An INTERACT AT/INTERACT AT for Skype 
room configuration with 3 microphones.



The top Fortune 500 firms in all industries know
that group communications that occur in a natural,
effective audio environment can boost productivity
and save time and money.
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MAX®
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One of the challenges of delivering good sound quality during a conference call is 
eliminating acoustical echo. Acoustical echo results when sound from the far-end 
phone device is sent into the local conference room, where it is picked up by the 
microphones on the conference phone and then sent back to the far-end device. In 
this scenario, far-end participants hear their voices echoed as they speak. Distributed 
Echo Cancellation from ClearOne solves this problem. By assigning an acoustical echo 
canceller to each microphone, the system can identify the sound that would otherwise 
be returned to the far end as an echo and eliminate it. ClearOne was the first to introduce
Distributed Echo Cancellation and incorporate it into every audio conferencing system. 
ClearOne is the worldwide leader in this technology.

ClearOne Technology .03

DISTRIBUTED ECHO CANCELLATION®
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ClearOne MAX conference phones deliver rich, 
full-duplex audio with the unique ability to 
daisy-chain multiple units together for better 
room coverage and easier control.

MAX®

TABLETOP CONFERENCING

One of the challenges of delivering good sound quality during a conference call is 
eliminating acoustical echo. Acoustical echo results when sound from the far-end 
phone device is sent into the local conference room, where it is picked up by the 
microphones on the conference phone and then sent back to the far-end device. In 
this scenario, far-end participants hear their voices echoed as they speak. Distributed 
Echo Cancellation from ClearOne solves this problem. By assigning an acoustical echo 
canceller to each microphone, the system can identify the sound that would otherwise 
be returned to the far end as an echo and eliminate it. ClearOne was the first to introduce
Distributed Echo Cancellation and incorporate it into every audio conferencing system. 
ClearOne is the worldwide leader in this technology.
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“A key component in the move to IP based voice services will 
be high quality conferencing equipment. ClearOne has the 
expertise in voice quality that has positioned the company 
as a key competitor in the market for the forseeable future.”

Paul Waadevig
Frost & Sullivan
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The industry’s first fully expandable SIP-based tabletop conference phone, 
MAX IP delivers unrivaled audio clarity and room coverage for your VoIP phone 
system. MAX IP contains HDConference®, our suite of advanced audio processing 
technologies, and also offers the ability to daisy-chain up to four phones together, 
providing better room coverage, flexibility and control-- all at a price that is much
better than the competition.

MAX IP

MAX IP                                                                                    
The industry’s first fully expandable SIP-based VoIP tabletop                                                  
delivers unrivaled audio clarity and room coverage for your 
VoIP phone system. With ClearOne’s sophisticated audio 
processing technologies, advanced SIP features, and the 
ability to daisy-chain up to four phones, MAX IP delivers 
outstanding audio conferencing value.

MAXAttach IP                                                                                       
The industry’s first fully expandable SIP-based VoIP tabletop
conference phone system. MAXAttach IP comes with two 
phones, for greater coverage in larger conference rooms. 
It can also be expanded up to four linked phones with the 
MAX IP Expansion Kit to provide outstanding coverage 
for large rooms and U-shaped table configurations. Also, 
the two phones can be used in separate rooms with the 
purchase of an extra power supply base unit.

MAX
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Businesses now have a choice when it comes to 
selecting a new conference phone.The ClearOne 
MAXAttach makes that choice easy.
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The MAX family of conference phones delivers rich, crystal clear audio with 
expansion capabilities unmatched in the industry. Instead of only providing 
expansion microphones, MAXAttach® offers the ability to daisy-chain multiple  
phones, each with microphones, loudspeaker, and keypad, delivering outstanding  
full-room coverage and control. No matter where participants are seated,  
conversations are natural and effortless. Another audio innovation from ClearOne.

MAX EX & Wireless

MAX EX                                                                                    
A single unit analog conference phone, MAX EX is perfect 
for executive offices and small conference rooms. With 
the MAX EX expansion kit it can be daisy-chained with as 
many as three additional MAX phones for use in larger 
conference rooms.

MAXAttach                                                                                       
The industry’s only fully expandable analog conferencing 
phone system, MAXAttach comes with two phones for 
greater coverage in larger conference rooms and can also 
be expanded up to four daisy-chained phones using MAX 
EX Expansion Kit. Additionally, the two phones can be used 
in separate rooms with the purchase of an extra power 
supply base unit.                                                                                    

MAX

MAXAttach Wireless                                                                                     
An industry first in conferencing technology, MAXAttach  
Wireless comes with two analog phones that wirelessly 
connect to a single base unit, providing expanded 
coverage in medium sized rooms.

MAX Wireless                                                                                       
The industry’s first wireless analog conferencing phone, 
MAX Wireless offers the audio quality of MAX EX 
without power or telephone cables, turning any room 
into a conference room. It comes with a single wireless  
conference phone that can be used anywhere within 150 
feet of the base unit.
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MAX IP CONFIGURATIONS

       

MAXAttach IP  

 

MAXAttach IP + 1 

MAXAttach IP + 2

MAX IP Base Kit
 
Enable MAX IP expansion kits 
to be used in separate rooms. 
Includes base unit and 25’ cable.

   

MAX IP Expansion Kit

Use with MAX IP phones to expand 
coverage up to 4 total units. Includes 
phone and connecting cable, no base 
unit.

   

  

MAX IP  

MAX IP CONFERENCE PHONES

910-158-370

910-158-370-00

910-158-361910-158-360

910-158-370-01

910-158-370-02

MAX IP Interoperability
For a current listing of the manufacturers and products that have been tested with the MAXAttach IP and MAX IP please go 

to the following link:

www.clearone.com/tabletop_conferencing.html
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MAX ANALOG CONFIGURATIONS

MAX EX 

MAXAttach       

  

MAX Wireless

MAX WIRELESS CONFERENCE PHONES

MAXAttach Wireless 

MAXAttach + 1 

MAXAttach + 2

MAX EX Base Kit

Enable MAX expansion kits to be 
used in separate rooms. Includes 
base unit and 25’ cable.

  
   

MAX EX Expansion Kit

Use with MAX phones to expand coverage 
up to 4 total units. Includes phone and 
connecting cable, no base unit.  
   

MAX EX CONFERENCE PHONES

910-158-400

910-158-400-00

910-158-500

910-158-500-00

910-158-500-01

910-158-550 910-158-555

910-158-500-02

MAX
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MAX USAGE PROFILES

+ Small conference rooms (up to 8 people)
+ Executive offices

+ Medium to large conference rooms
+ Training rooms
+ Unique room configurations, such as longer, U-shaped tables
+ Phones can be used in separate rooms with extra base unit

+ Expand the coverage area of MAX IP and MAXAttach IP 
+ Connect up to 4 total phones

+ Small conference rooms (up to 8 people)
+ Executive offices
+ Home offices    

+ Medium to large conference rooms
+ Training rooms
+ Unique room configurations, such as longer U-shaped tables
+ Phones can be used in separate rooms with extra base unit

+ Expand capabilities of MAX EX and MAXAttach
+ Connect up to 4 total phones

+ Small conference rooms (up to 8 people) 
+ Executive offices
+ Home offices 
+ Rooms without phone lines (within 150 feet of base unit)  

+ Medium-sized conference rooms 
+ Rooms without phone lines (within 150 feet of base unit)

MAX IP

MAXAttach IP

MAX IP Expansion Kit

MAX EX

MAXAttach

MAX EX Expansion Kit

MAX Wireless

MAXAttach Wireless
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MAX TABLE TOP DIAGRAMS

MAX EX  910-158-500
MAX IP 910-158-301

MAXAttach  910-158-500-00
MAXAttach IP  910-158-355

MAX Wireless
910-158-400

MAX WIRELESS ANALOG CONFERENCE PHONES

MAXAttach Wireless 
910-158-400-00

MAXAttach + 1 
910-158-500-01
MAXAttach IP + 1 Exp. Kit 
910-158-355-01

MAXAttach + 2 
910-158-500-02
MAXAttach IP + 2 Exp. Kits
910-158-355-02

MAX Base Kits 
Enable MAX wired and VoIP 
expansion kits to be used in 
separate rooms. Includes base 
unit and 25’ cable.

MAX EX Base Kit  910-158-550
MAX IP Base Kit   910-158-345

MAX Expansion Kits
Use with MAX wired and VoIP phones to 
expand coverage up to 4 total units. Includes 
phone and connecting cable, no base unit.

MAX EX Expansion Kit  910-158-555
MAX IP Expansion Kit   910-158-350

MAX WIRED ANALOG & MAX IP CONFERENCE PHONES

MAX

The recommended distance between the phone units and each participant is between 3 and 6 
feet, depending on room conditions.  Background noise, reflective hard surfaces and the number 
of participants may affect the pickup range.
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COLLABORATE is an all-in-one voice, video and data 
collaboration solution, designed for organizations 
using unified communications applications or popular 
cloud video conferencing services.
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COLLABORATE™ 
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Members of a virtual meeting using COLLABORATE, whether
in a focus/team room or at the office, can now interact with
remote locations simply and easily.
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Delivering true plug-and-play simplicity and easy-to-use 
familiar user interface, COLLABORATE allows small groups 
in conference rooms or executive office to converse and 
see each other while simultaneously viewing data from 
applications, web sites or other local or network sources.

The COLLABORATE system enriches the user’s audio and 
visual experience and is compatible with leading unified 
communication applications, cloud video conferencing 
applications including IBM Sametime, Microsoft Lync, 
Skype and others.

COLLABORATE can support multimedia streaming 
capability through an optional software, VIEW™ Multimedia 
Receiver, which allows COLLABORATE users to consume 
rich multimedia content from anywhere on the enterprise 
network in the form of live media broadcasts, corporate 
presentations, on-demand videos, real-time dashboards, 
digital signage, etc. VIEW™ Multimedia Receiver 
allows COLLABORATE users to control and access content 
from varied sources such as Blu-ray players, satellite 
receivers, cable boxes, DVRs, cameras, personal computers 
or media servers.

COLLABORATE™

COLLABORATE

COLLABORATE™ with Single Display                                                       
The COLLABORATE core bundle includes 46" LCD HD 
display, integrated Quad Core Processor with Windows 7 
Ultimate operating system, ClearOne HDConference® audio 
conferencing system, ClearOne UConference™ unified 
conferencing platform, HD USB video camera and Wireless 
Keyboard and Mouse Kit.  

COLLABORATE™ with Dual Display
The COLLABORATE core bundle can be extended with 
an additional 46" LCD HD display attached side-by-side 
to the first primary display, permitting full-screen HD 
video conferencing on one display and data sharing and 
presentations on the second display. 

Mounting Options

Foot Mount Wall Mount Media Stand Titan Dual 
Articulating Arm

Collaborate is available in four mounting options 
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COLLABORATE USAGE PROFILES

+ Avaya, Cisco, IBM, Microsoft, Siemens, and others

+ Google Talk, Skype, Vonage and others

+ Avaya, Cisco, Mirial, and others

+ IBM Workplace/Sametime, Microsoft Live Meeting, Cisco Web-Ex, and others

+ AOL, Microsoft MSN, Yahoo, and others

+ QuickTime, RealPlayer, Windows Media Player, and others

+ Blu-ray players, satellite receivers, cable boxes, DVRs, cameras, PCs 
    or media servers

Unified Communications Clients

Internet Telephony

VoIP Softphones

Web Conferencing

Instant Messenger

Audio Playback

Access Multimedia Streaming
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COLLABORATE CONFIGURATIONS COLLABORATE USAGE PROFILES

COLLABORATE

PC with Unified Communications 
audio or video client

 Collaborate Microphone

Multimedia Stand (optional) Titan Dual Articulating Arm
Media Cart (optional)

 2nd Microphone (optional)

Collaborate Soundbar

Camera Bezel (optional)

Collaborate Console Collaborate Display
(optional)

Collaborate Dialer (optional)

Camera 
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A distributed architecture allows the hardware and the 
processing power to be spread out across your existing 
TCP/IP network. This leverages many of the advantages 
of using TCP/IP over traditional analog systems.
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Powered by StreamNet™, Perfect Pixel is 
a combination of ClearOne proprietary 
algorithms for audio/video packet delivery
optimization and error concealment, 
insuring reliable delivery and eliminating 
dropped content across the network.

VIEW™
MULTIMEDIA STREAMING AND CONTROL
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By pushing our technology to the edge of the network, 
we’ve eliminated the need for costly matrix switching 
and large central amplification.
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By streaming multimedia over TCP/IP, drastic improvements in flexibility, scalability, and 
price/performance are achieved over traditional audio/video distribution methods.

Audio/Video Encoders & Decoders

MLAV9300                                                                                       
IP Audio/Video Encoder. Encodes in real-time both SD and 
HD video and audio signals into a stream of TCP/IP 
packets. Accepts multiple video signal types allowing for 
a variety of source types. Also provides a mechanism for 
one-way and two-way control of the media source.                                                                                     

VIEW

VIEW™

VL9100                                                                                        
IP Audio/Video Decoder. Decodes in real-time both SD and 
HD video and audio signals from a stream of TCP/IP packets 
and then outputs it into the appropriate signal output type.

VL9300                                                                                        
IP Audio/Video Digital Decoder with DVI (HDMI Compatible) 
output. Decodes SD and HD video and audio signals in real 
time, supports 1080p video format and HDCP compliant, 
compact form factor with flexible mounting options. The VIEW 
VL9300 decoder allows any digital display to access content on 
the StreamNet network, even if it uses a different signal format 
than the source. For example, a Blu-Ray player connected via 
HDMI to the MLAV9500 could provide the video signal to a 
monitor that is connected to the VL9300 via DVI.

MLAV9500                                                                                        
IP Audio/Video Digital Encoder with DVI (HDMI Compatible) 
input.  Encodes SD and HD video and audio signals in real time, 
supports 1080p video format and HDCP compliant. Using an 
MLAV9500 encoder with each digital source component, such as 
a Blu-Ray player, satellite receiver, cable box or DVR makes the 
source available anywhere on the StreamNet network.

MLA9101                                                                                     
The gateway for audio to flow into the network. In addition to 
encoding audio, MLA9101 also provides a mechanism for 
one-way and two-way control. 
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StreamNet technology ensures that audio
between any and all zones are within one
millisecond of each other.
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Audio Decoders and Amplifiers

SL9250                                                                                       
Rack mounted IP-Based controller/amplifier. An SL9250
contains not only the IP-controlled amplifiers, but also a
web server for complete control from a web browser. 
The SL9250 contains a 2x50-watt Class-D amplifier.                                                              

VIEW

VIEW™

SL251                                                                                        
IP-Based controller/amplifier designed to mount on or
adjacent to a loudspeaker. An SL251 module contains not 
only the IP-controlled amplifiers, but also a web server for 
complete control from a web browser. The SL251 contains a 
2x50-watt Class-D amplifier with a footprint the size of a 
credit card.

SL254                                                                                     
IP-Based controller/amplifier designed to mount on or
adjacent to a speaker. An SL254 module contains not
only the IP-controlled  amplifiers, but also a web server
for complete control from a web browser. The SL254 
contains a 4x50-watt Class-D amplifier with a footprint 
the size of a credit card. 

AMP2200                                                                                     
Professional Amplifier with an EIM interface for direct
connection to an SL audio decoder. 200 watts per 
channel or 600 watts bridged. 

XT9170-CS                                                                                     
Constant Voltage Transformer converts an 8 Ohm audio 
signal into a 70 or 100 volt system. When paired with an 
amplifier, the XT9170-CS will allow the use of 70 or 100 volt 
loudspeakers in commercial audio applications. 
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The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for VIEW is 
dynamically generated based on the devices 
connected on the network, no programming required.
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Using an edge-based (decentralized) IP system the HD quality of the signal is 
preserved and saves money by requiring only one CAT5/6 cable for audio, video, 
and control of the display.

Control Interfaces

TL430                                                                                     
An elegant 4.3 inch IP-based in-wall touch screen control
featuring a high resolution, color LCD touch panel 
Designed to run the system interface, the TL430 features 
a 2 port ethernet switch and 4-pin Phoenix connector for
communications and power.                                                                                 

VIEW

VIEW™

TL700                                                                                        
An elegant 7 inch IP-based in-wall touch screen control
featuring a high resolution, color LCD touch panel.
Designed to run the system interface, the TL700 features 
a 2 port ethernet switch and 4-pin Phoenix connector for
communications and power.

CL100                                                                                     
CL100 allows you to easily integrate and control supported
brands of lighting, automated heating and cooling, security
and other subsystems with your VIEW-based distributed
audio and control system via IR, RS-232, or voltage
sensor inputs.
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Effortlessly bring the benefit of popular mobile devices and 
Bluetooth™ enabled devices into the StreamNet™ network.
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A simple solution for integrating the iPod/iPhone devices and Bluetooth enabled 
devices as audio sources into the StreamNet network.

Source Interfaces

iPod® Dock IPD100                                                                                     
ClearOne’s iPod Dock connects to VIEW™ A/V distribution 
and control systems to enables system-wide delivery of 
music from an Apple® iPod and features a built-in network 
connection that streams metadata, including cover art 
or other associated images, to any number of devices 
connected to VIEW system. It charges iPod Battery also.                                                                                  

VIEW

VIEW™

BluePort™ BP200                                                                                       
The BluePort is a simple to use Digital Wireless Audio Gateway 
that enables you to transmit digital audio from a source with 
Bluetooth A2DP support up to 33 feet  to your VIEW, DigiLinX, 
Musica™, multi-room system. It has pair-button in the front and 
comes with 16 pre defined zones.
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Digital signage relays information to the right persons 
at the right time and in the most effective manner. Our 
IMPRESS™complete digital signage solution is scaled and 
optimized for corporate or light commercial environments.



IMPRESS™ provides robust capability, through its hardware and familiar 
Windows software components, to easily create, store, schedule, broadcast 
and manage digital signage messaging composed of text, images, Adobe® 
Flash and H.264 video content. 

Designed for use with ClearOne’s IP-based VIEW™ AV distribution and control 
system, IMPRESS will broadcast messaging with HD content to a virtually 
limitless number of displays. IMPRESS allows remote access and control 
from PCs, popular tablets and mobile platforms such as Android, Apple and 
BlackBerry devices.
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IMPRESS™ Digital Signage System

VIEW

VIEW™

VIEW IMPRESS                                                                                        
IMPRESS IM100, the rack-mountable hardware engine includes 
inputs for analog audio and video sources, and also provides 
an Ethernet port, an RS-232 port and USB ports. IMPRESS 
Composer, the system’s Windows-based software, is a full-
featured software solution for creating, managing and publishing 
content over Ethernet networks. IMPRESS’ signage features 
include four regions for crawling text and static contents, display 
support for HD 1080p video, 16:9 and 4:3 formats, 1 GB internal 
RAM and a 160 GB hard drive.  
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Consume rich, high definition multimedia content from 
anywhere on the enterprise network in the form of live 
media broadcasts, corporate presentations, on-demand 
videos, real-time dashboards, digital signage and more.
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Versatile software decoder can be used in conjunction with any VIEW encoder to 
provide complete control of and unlimited access to content from varied sources 
such as Blu-ray players, satellite receivers, cable boxes, DVRs, cameras, personal 
computers or media servers.

Multimedia Receiver

COLLABORATE with VIEW Multimedia Receiver                                                                                     
COLLABORATE (see page 47) is available with an optional 
VIEW Multimedia Receiver allowing COLLABORATE users 
to consume rich, high definition multimedia content from 
anywhere on the enterprise network in the form of live 
media broadcasts, corporate presentations, on-demand 
videos, real-time dashboards, digital signage, etc.                                                                   

VIEW

VIEW™

+ Increase the ROI on your COLLABORATE investment

+ Utilize the COLLABORATE platform during times when  
     it is not used for its primary purpose of conferencing.

+ Unleash the Power of AV over IP™to bring about       
     transformative solutions for higher productivity and value 
     to the enterprise. 
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The VIEW™ system is a perfect example of
The Power of AV over IP  . It is easy to use, sounds 
great and provides perfect streaming video.
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ClearOne’s proprietary StreamNet technology insures less than one millisecond 
synchronization of audio and video signals and control for point to point, and point 
to multi-point distribution, while also delivering the highest quality video and audio 
with the industry leading lowest latency.

Ethernet Switches

SW1124                                                                                     
24 port IGMP (Internet Group Message Protocol) enabled, 
multicasting, non-blocking gigabit ethernet switch.                                                                             

VIEW

VIEW™

SW1148                                                                                        
48 port IGMP (Internet Group Message Protocol) enabled, 
multicasting, non-blocking gigabit ethernet switch.
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ClearOne’s VIEW™is truly differentiated in the
market by providing a complete Audio/Video
distribution solution that can scale to any project 
size project light commercial to stadium.
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Accessories

VIEW

VIEW™

PL960                                                                                        
Power supply with 8 discrete output channels to power
multiple devices.

RSU1                                                                                        
1U high rack shelf for mounting up to two 1/2 rack components

AP500                                                                                        
The AP500 Audio Port has an input and output, and IR emitter output. White 
faceplate and trim plate standard

PL250                                                                                        
100 Watt Plug-in Power Supply

PL140                                                                                        
40 Watt Plug-in Power Supply

PL52                                                                                        
Rack Shelf to mount up to 3 PL960’s

EIM2RCA                                                                                        
EIM to RCA interface cable 

TLB700                                                                                        
TL700 Rough in box 

TLB430                                                                                        
TL430 Rough in box 

MKSL220-SM                                                                                        
SL251/SL254 Surface mounting plate 

MKSL220-IW                                                                                        
SL251/SL254 in wall mounting plate for a 2 gang box 

IRL1                                                                                        
EIM to IR receiver 

PS301-LS                                                                                        
LED power sensor  

RP25                                                                              
Universal Rack Plate 19” rack plate for mounting up to
(4) SL252/SL254 modules. 

VLCEC                                                                              
DVI-HDMI CEC Dongle. This Consumer Electronic Control Dongle 
attaches to the DVI connector on the VL9300 in the same fashion as a 
regular DVI to HDMI adapter.

MMP100                                                                              
Multimedia port for use with VL-9100. Allows extension of
video, audio, and control ports up to 45m. 

VLCOM                                                                              
GPIO Unit for VL9300. Power input and pass-through, four relay outputs, 
four contact closure sensor inputs, IR receiver pass-through.
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VIEW™OPERATION CENTER
APPLICATION DIAGRAM
Operation centers are demanding environments where users must keep large amounts of informa-
tion flowing to speed decision making. Operation centers require multimedia content from tens or 
hundreds of consoles and video sources and distribute it to large format displays and projectors, as 
well as various loudspeakers in the facility. VIEW’s Edge Cloud Matrix Technology and scalability is 
the ideal solution for both enterprise  and government operation centers.

Commercial Brochure 2009 CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4Master Control

Cable/SatelliteCable/Satellite

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9300
VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9500

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

MON DND

VIEW TL700

MON DND

VIEW TL700
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VIEW™CORPORATE
APPLICATION DIAGRAM

VIEW

As corporations audio video needs increase, VIEW provides the infrastructure for today and 
tommorrow. Whether it’s broadcasting a camera’s audio/video feed for a company wide 
annoucement, distributing a presentation to one or more conference rooms, or posting a list of 
company wide events on cafeteria displays, VIEW makes it happen.

Employee Cafeteria

Conference Room

Conference Room

DVD Player

Blu-Ray

Broadcast Room Human Resources

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW MLAV9300 VIEW MLAV9500

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

VIEW VL9100

Power MediaLinX A/V

MLAV9500-CS
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VIEW™DIGITAL SIGNAGE
APPLICATION DIAGRAM
Digital signage offers new opportunities to communicate with customers. Implementing a large scale 
signage solution can be a challenge for any organization. Many digital signage applications require 
distribution of the signage content to a large number of displays. The displays must also be capable of 
switching from digital signage content to alternative video sources. Unlike other digital signage systems, 
ClearOne’s VIEW distributes video content (live or recorded), computer (VGA) content, and audio on 
the same TCP/IP network. This makes designing large scale signage networks simple with a VIEW digital 
signage system.

VIEW VL9300 Audio Video Decoders
IMPRESS Composer
(Content Management 
and Scheduling)

VIEW MLA9101 VIEW MLA9300

MON DND

VIEW TL700

VIEW MLAV9500

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

VIEW VL9300

IMPRESS IM100

Power

HD USB Digital Signage and
Video Messaging System

VIEW SW1124
Power MediaLinX A/V

MLAV9500-CS
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MON DND

Document 
Camera

High Definition
Camera

Sympodium

MON DND

MON DND

VIEW SL9250

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW TL700

VIEW TL700

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW MLAV9300

VIEW SL9250

VIEW MLAV9300

 VIEW VL9100

 VIEW VL9100

 VIEW VL9100

 VIEW VL9100

 VIEW VL9300

 VIEW VL9300

VIEW TL700

VIEW SW1124
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VIEW™EDUCATION
APPLICATION DIAGRAM

VIEW

The broad needs of education facilities require a diverse audio video distribution system. VIEW 
provides that flexibility. Whether you need to send a camera image from one classroom to several 
overflow classrooms, digital signage in the common areas, or to make an emergency announce-
ment; VIEW links all these requirements within a single solution.
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CleraOne solutions can be found in 
offices boardrooms, training centers, 
hotels, courtrooms, and auditoriums 
worldwide.
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CONVERGE®



High quality audio conferencing systems are critical 
to enabling productive meetings where decisions are 
made quickly and important issues are addressed. They 
are critical components of today’s successful meeting 
environments.

74
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ClearOne’s professional audio conferencing 
products are the most sophisticated, feature 
rich systems on the market, offering unrivaled 
audio processing performance. 

Converge® Pro
INTERACT™ Pro

PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCING
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ClearOne professional audio conferencing solutions deliver 
the ultimate in voice clarity which allows participants to 
speak and listen naturally anywhere in the conference room 
without shouting or straining to hear.
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The Converge Pro series of next-generation professional audio conferencing 
products deliver a new level of unrivaled performance, flexibility, and 
manageability. These products build on the heritage of the worldwide market-
leading XAP family.

Converge Pro

Converge Pro 880TA                                                                                      
A complete conferencing solution with four power amplifiers
delivering enhanced management features, simplified
configuration tools and industry-leading expandability for
use in virtually any venue and application

Converge Pro 880T                                                                                      
Combines the rich functionality of the Converge Pro 880 with
a built-in telephone interface and speaker amplifier.

Converge Pro 880                                                                                      
The successor to the market-leading XAP 800. It features 
unrivaled audio processing performance, integrated 
ethernet and USB, simplified configuration software, and 
many other new features for conferencing and sound 
reinforcement applications.

Converge Pro 840T                                                                                    
The successor to the market-leading XAP 400. It combines 
the features of the Converge Pro 800 with a single-line 
telephone interface and a 10-watt amplifier for stand-alone 
conferencing applications.

Converge Pro 8i                                                                                      
New input only platform. Adds eight more inputs to 
Converge Pro system at a lower price, allowing customers 
to match the number of inputs and outputs required.

Converge Pro TH20                                                                                      
The successor to the XAP TH2. It adds telephone 
conferencing capabilities to the Converge Pro 880, and 
also adds two additional line inputs and outputs

Converge Pro VH20 NEW                                                                                      
A VoIP endpoint enables the Converge Pro system to 
directly connect to a VoIP PBX. VH20 uses as SIP based 
protocol that is interoperable with major PBX manufacturers 
including Cisco, Avaya, and others.

CONVERGE
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High performance conferencing solutions reduce 
unnecessary travel creating a cleaner environment.
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A professional audio conferencing solution with true stereo echo cancellation 
at an unbeatable price. The INTERACT Pro product family is the complete audio 
solution for Unified Communications allowing direct connection to enterprise 
telephones, PCs, and HD video conferencing codecs.

INTERACT Pro

INTERACT Pro                                                                                     
A complete conferencing mixer with 8 microphone inputs, 
4 lines inputs, and 4 line inputs, and integrated telephone 
hybrid. Platform includes ClearOne’s HD Conferencing 
technology and a new true stereo echo cancellation 
delivering unrivaled audio intelligibility.

INTERACT 8i                                                                                       
Input only device adding an additional 8 microphone inputs 
to the INTERACT PRO conferencing mixer.

INTERACT COM                                                                                        
UC interface device that includes a USB audio and headset 
audio interface for direct connection to PC and enterprise 
telephone sets. Also includes GPIO interface for room 
feedback.

INTERACT Dialer                                                                                       
Tabletop controller for dialing and room audio controls.

CONVERGE
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CONVERGE PRO/INTERACT PRO 
USAGE PROFILES

+ Large-scale conferencing venues, such as boardrooms, courtrooms, distance
    learning facilities, hotel and convention centers, training rooms, telemedicine   
    facilities and houses of worship.
+ Integration of various multimedia systems, such as control systems, video   
    conferencing, in-room sound amplification, video and audio playback and 
    recording, etc.

+ Ideal for collaboration, presentation and distance communications. 

+ Adds telephone conferencing capabilities to Converge Pro.

+ Same usage as Converge Pro 880 but adds telephone conferencing capabilities 
    and amplifier. 
+ The 880T includes 8 mic inputs and the 840T has 4 mic inputs.

+ Adds 8 mic/line inputs and 4 line inputs to a Converge Pro system in situations  
    where additional inputs are required, without adding extra output channels.

+ Scale up to 16 VH20 per Converge Pro site.
+ Provides Transport Layer Security (TLS), Secure Real-time Transport Protocol  
    (SRTP), and AES encryption.
+ Interoperability verified with Cisco, Avaya and Nortel VoIP PBXs. 

+ Affordable controller solution for Converge Pro products.
+ Controls both POTS and VoIP calls.

+ Medium scale conferencing venues to include UC applications requiring   
    connections to PC, enterprise telephone sets, and HD Video conferencing.
+ Easy to program, install, and operate all at an affordable price.

+ Adds an additional 8 microphone inputs to the INTERACT Pro for a total of 
    16 microphones. 

+ Adds USB audio, headset audio, and room GPIO to INTERACT Pro. 

+ Adds room controller for dialing and volume controls. 

Converge Pro 880

Converge 880TA

Converge Pro TH20

Converge Pro 840T
Converge Pro 880T

Converge Pro 8i

Converge Pro VH20

VoIP Tabletop
Controller

INTERACT Pro

INTERACT 8i

INTERACT Com

INTERACT Dialer
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CONVERGE PRO/INTERACT PRO 
ROOM APPLICATIONS

CONVERGE



ClearOne’s Dynamic Automatic Resonance Eliminator DARE   
is the most powerful feedback eliminator available. This is 
the  result of proprietary adaptive signal processing that has 
evolved from ClearOne’s years of experience and expertise 
in echo cancellation technology.  DARE eliminates acoustic 
feedback at unmatched speeds.
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ClearOne professional sound reinforcement 
products are the most sophisticated, feature 
rich systems on the market, offering unrivaled 
audio processing performance.

Converge® SR
SOUND REINFORCEMENT
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Noise Cancelletion removes ambient room noise from the audio signal being set out by 
the conferencing system. Examples of ambient room noise include HVAC systems, laptop 
computers, projectors and fluorescent lights. Unlike competitive products which claim 
to have noise cancelletaion, ClearOne uses a special content analysis technique that 
descriminates the talker’s voice from the ambient noise, making it possible to remove 
the unwanted ambient noise. This allows the voice signal to pass to the far-end phone 
device with prestine sound quality.

ClearOne Technology .01

NOISE CANCELLATION
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Combine the best digital automatic microphone mixer, loads of audio processing 
power, signal routing and system expandability with intense detail to audio quality 
- the result, ClearOne’s line of matrix mixers for sound reinforcement applications. 
Unique signal processing prevents false activation of microphones, greatly 
increasing speech clarity. The value of ClearOne Sound Reinforcement products - 
unbeatable.

Converge SR

Converge SR 1212A                                                                                    
The ultimate in audio processing and digital matrix mixing
with four channel power amplifiers. The SR 1212A delivers
enhanced management features, simplified configuration
tools and industry-leading expandability for use in virtually
any venue and application. 

CONVERGE

Converge SR1212                                                                                      
A highly-advanced 12 x 12 digital matrix mixer featuring 
ClearOne’s fourth-generation audio processing 
technologies. The Converge SR1212 delivers enhanced 
management features, simplified configuration tools, and 
industry-leading expandability for virtually any venue or 
application.
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CONVERGE SR USAGE PROFILES

+ In-room sound amplification.
+ Hotels and convention centers, auditoriums, stadiums, conference rooms, houses of  
    worship and theaters.

+ Multiple Converge SR 1212A units can be linked via their low latency audio and
    control bus to create larger systems to accommodate a greater number of participants.
+ The SR 1212A is perfect for courtrooms, council chambers, corporate and AV   
    presentation rooms, as well as room combining, training/lectures, high quality paging  
    and voice masking applications. 

Converge SR1212

Converge SR 1212A
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CONVERGE SR ROOM APPLICATIONS

House of Worship

CONVERGE
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Attractive in any corporate group setting, ClearOne professional 
microphones deliver crystal-clear audio, reduce conference table 
clutter and enliven the conference setting.  
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Designed with compatibility in mind, ClearOne professional 
microphones fit into any commercial group meeting environment 

Professional
Microphones

Ceiling Microphone                                                                                     
Three-element, high-performance microphones minimize 
noise pickup from ceiling sources, and are compatible with 
any mixer. With 12", 18" or custom cable lengths available, 
microphones are easy to install into drop ceiling tiles. 
Available in black or white, each kit includes microphone 
module, mounting module, 25' CAT 5 cable, RJ45 to 
Phoenix breakout and mounting hardware.                                                                    

PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES



A great media cart should not only make it easier
and more convenient to conference, it should
transform your system into the showcase of your 
meeting room.
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In addition to a complete line of audio
conferencing products, ClearOne also
offers an impressive line of media carts 
and stands.

MEDIA CARTS
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Your media cart plays a key role in making your
equipment easy to access and use,  as well as
providing the level of mobility you need.
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ClearOne’s media carts make it easier and more convenient to conference. Each 
piece is designed to be highly durable and functional, while also providing the 
style and elegance required for the most sophisticated settings.

Titan Metal Series

MEDIA CARTS

Titan Articulating Arm Dual Plasma Cart                                                                                     
The industry’s first truly mobile Dual Plasma Media Cart with 
its unique Articulating Plasma Mounting System. It folds up
for transportation, fits in standard elevators, fits through 
standard doorways and unfolds for conference operation. 
It fits most 50" Plasma or LCD Displays and includes a 
universal mounting system supporting up to 200 lbs. 

Articulating Arm motion                                                                                        
Arms move to place plasma screens over center of cart for 
ease and safety when moving from room to room.

Articulating Arm Dual Titan Plasma Cart, fits 

up to two 42" to 50" plasma screens
911-300-025
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Titan Metal Series

Titan Monitor Cart                                                                                     
Titan Monitor Carts blend heavy duty metal construction 
and professional styling in a durable, scratch-resistant cart. 
Reinforced for extreme balance and smooth movement, Titan 
monitor carts are built to handle rigorous use and withstand 
wear and tear. They are tall enough for easy monitor viewing
and provide a professional depth, 9-space rack on the inside 
to accomodate multiple equipment pieces. A removable 
vented back panel with cable-management duct facilitates 
easy installation.

Titan Single Monitor Cart, fits up to 

36" monitor

Titan Plasma Carts                                                                                     
Titan Plasma Cart is available in single or dual configurations 
and is reinforced for extreme balance and smooth movement, 
making it easy to transport from room to room. The Titan 
single plasma cart includes a set-top codec shelf and the 
Titan dual plasma cart includes a set-top codec shelf and a 
center PTZ camera mount. Both carts provide a professional 
depth, 9-space rack on the inside to accomodate multiple 
equipment pieces and are built to handle rigorous use and 
withstand wear and tear.

911-300-025

Titan Single Plasma Cart, fits one 42"-63" 
plasma screen (requires Chief PST 2xxx 
Wall Mount per plasma monitor mounted 
to cart (not included)

911-300-101

911-300-110 Titan Dual Plasma Cart, fits up to two 42"or 50" 
plasma screens (requires Chief PST 2xxx Wall 
Mount per plasma monitor mounted to cart 
(not included)
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Media Stand                                                                                     
The Media Stand provides superior strength at an unbelievable 
price featuring plenty of space for peripheral equipment.The 
black powder-coated finish gives it a sleek appearance that 
blends in with any surrounding while the shallow depth and 
small footprint is welcome everywhere from the training room 
to the boardroom.

Collaborate Media Stand
911-401-001

Slimline Series
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Traditional Series

Set-Top VC Cart                                                                                     
The set-top VC Cart is specifically designed to meet the 
needs of set-top video conferencing systems. The shallow 
depth gives this cart a sleek appearance and a small 
footprint that is welcome everywhere from the training 
room to the boardroom. With more than 20" depth in the 
interior cabinet, there is room for your DVD player and 
other peripheralequipment. Our VC carts are designed to 
accomodate most monitors and are ideal for the wider 
WEGA FS series monitors.

Standard VC Cart                                                                                     
Our Standard VC Cart is built for maximum strength, durability, 
and versatility. These vented carts are specifically designed 
to hold monitors and larger equipment. They have a deeper 
equipment enclosure to allow space for legacy codecs or 
tower systems and easier cabling access. When you add 
the rack-rail option (911-171-308), this cart is ideal for rack-
mounted equipment. 

35" Monitor Cart, curved front with grommet 

back fits 35/36" and WEGA 32" monitors. 

35" Monitor cart, vented back panel, fits 

35"and WEGA 32"

911-171-014

911-171-042

Highboy AV Cart                                                                                     
The Highboy AV Cart is perfect for front of the room applications. 
With a full 42" height, monitors on these carts are easy to see. 
They feature a fixed peripheral shelf to house a DVD player or 
center-channel speaker, over 26" of interior cabinet height and 
a depth of 23". Add the rack-rail option (911-171-308) to easily 
accommodate rack-mounted equipment.

Highboy AV Cart for up to 32" monitor, 

42" tall, fixed
911-171-060
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Traditional Series

MEDIA CARTS

AV Cart                                                                                     
ClearOne AV Carts integrate design, function, strength 
and affordability. The AV cart features a fixed peripheral 
shelf, ideal for a DVD player or speaker, and an internal 
adjustable shelf. With a smaller footprint than standard 
carts, our AV carts are still 33" high to allow easy viewing 
over most industry standard 30" office furniture.

Dual-Top Hybrid Monitor Cart                                                                                     
The economical Dual-Top Hybrid Monitor Cart features a 
wood base and a metal channel reinforced wood top for 
added strength. It is ideal for transporting dual monitors 
and features an internal shelf for peripheral equipment.

35" Monitor Cart, fixed peripheral shelf, 

grommet back,

Dual-Top Hybrid for two 32" WEGA monitors 

or two 36"

911-171-073

911-171-128
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Traditional Series

Plasma Carts                                                                                     
Plasma Carts are designed to table-top mount a 42" plasma, 
or a single monitor and a document camera. The 29" deep 
models are ideal for rack-mounted equipment when you add 
dual, 10-space rack bays.

Rack Cart                                                                                     
This cart comes standard with front rack-rail, a vented 
removable back to allow for easy cabling, and a plexiglass 
front door. Locks can be added using additional part number 
911-171-305.

Finish                                                                                     
The high-quality finish of our Eos series is designed and 
engineered to provide lasting value. The Eos series is built 
with laminate and melamine to resist scratching and damage 
from everyday use and comes in standard matte black.

Wood Series Single Plasma Cart - with 

rack-rails

50" Plasma Monitor Cart, 24" deep, grommet 

back peripheral shelf.

AV Rack Cart 20 space rack unit, 20" 

internal depth. 

911-171-002

911-171-091

911-171-202
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Media Cart Accessories

Wall Mount for Set-Top/PTZ Camera Shelf Kit                                                                                     
The Set-Top and PTZ Camera Shelf Kits are a discrete way 
to wall mount your video conferencing equipment. Both 
come with a black powder-coated finish and are made from 
heavy-duty aluminum alloy. Included with the kits are wiring 
knockouts that allow for wiring through the back or bottom 
of the shelf.

Plasma Set-Top/PTZ Camera Mounting Kit                                                                                 
The Plasma Set-Top and PTZ Camera Mounting Kit include 
telescoping extension tubes that allow for adjustment 
between 52” and 60”. Cables can be run through hollow 
extension tubes and either a Set-Top Kit or PTZ Camera Shelf 
Kit is included for mounting video conferencing equipment 
atop the extension arm.

Wall Mount Shelf for a pan/tilt/zoom camera

Pan/Tilt/Zoom Camera Mounting Kit, for 
mounting over the top of 42-60" plasma 
screens; includes telescoping pole and 
shelf. (Traditional only)

Locks for smoked Plexiglas doors. (Titan 
and Traditional only)

Rack-Rails - 25" (Traditional only)

Rack-Rails - 17" (Traditional only)

Video conferencing Set-Top Mounting Kit, 
for mounting over the top of 42-60" plasma 
screens; includes telescoping pole and shelf 
option. (Traditional only)

Wall Mount Shelf for video conferencing 

set-top codec

911-171-299

911-171-298

911-171-302

911-171-300

Options                                                                                     
These items are available to quickly and economically 
customize our standard line of furniture to fit your needs.

911-171-305

911-171-308

911-171-317
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CHAT®

Part No. Personal Conferencing Speakerphone

910-159-001 CHAT 50 USB - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone and USB cable (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

910-159-002 CHAT 50 USB Plus - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone, USB cable, 2.5mm-3.5mm cell phone 
audio cable and power supply (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

910-159-002-01 CHAT 50 USB Plus International - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone, USB cable, 2.5mm-
3.5mm cell phone audio cable and power supply (with power supply clips for US, EUR, UK, AUS) (units 
ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

  

Personal Conferencing Speakerphone Accessories

830-159-001

910-159-250

CHAT 50/60/70 USB/mini USB Cable (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 

CHAT 70  Optimized for Lync - includes CHAT 70 personal speakerphone and USB cable 
(units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5) 

910-159-251 CHAT 60  Optimized Skype - includes CHAT 60 personal speakerphone and USB cable (units ordered 
directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5) 

multiples of 10)

830-159-002 CHAT 50 cell phone audio cable 2.5mm - 3.5mm (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must 
be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-003 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable - 3.5mm to RCA (6' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-004 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable - 3.5mm - 3.5mm (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-005 CHAT 50 MP3 player audio cable (3' White) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 
multiples of 10)

830-159-006 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable (3.5mm headphone/microphone jack) (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-007 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Cisco 79XX series phones (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-008 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Inter-Tel 8400, 8500, 8600, Encore 1000, and Encore 2000 series 
phones (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-009 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Avaya 24XX and 46XX series phones (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

460-159-001 CHAT 50/60/70 travel case (fits CHAT 50, power supply, cables) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be 
ordered in multiples of 10)

460-159-003 CHAT 50/60/70 travel case (fits CHAT 50, cables) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 
multiples of 10)

551-159-001 CHAT 50 universal power supply (clips not included) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be 
ordered in multiples of 10)

551-153-500-01G CHAT 50 international power supply clips (US, EU, UK and AUS) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

Group Conferencing Speakerphone Accessories

860-156-220L CHAT 150 Cisco accessory kit - includes Cisco breakout box for 7940, 7960, and 7970 phones, power 
adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable

860-156-222L CHAT 150 Avaya accessory kit - includes Avaya breakout box for 2400, 4600, & 9600 series phones, 
power adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable

860-156-230L CHAT 150 VC accessory kit - includes video conferencing breakout box, power adapter, international 
power clips, RCA audio cable, 25' link cable

830-156-200

830-158-011L

10' CHAT 150/170 USB cable

25' CHAT 150 Link cable

Group Conferencing Speakerphone

910-156-200

910-156-200-00

CHAT 150 USB - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, USB cable

910-156-220 CHAT 150 Cisco - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, Cisco breakout box for 7940, 7960, and 7970 
phones, power adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable, USB cable 

910-156-222 CHAT 150 Avaya - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, Avaya breakout box for 2400,4600, and 9600 
series phones, power adapter, international power clips, RJ-0/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable, USB 
cable

910-156-230

910-156-250

910-156-251-00

CHAT 150 VC - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, video conferencing breakout box, power adapter, 
international power clips, RCA audio cable, 25' link cable, USB cable

CHATAttach 150 - Two CHAT 150’s and Attach cable 

CHAT 170 - Optimized for Lync - includes CHAT 170 personal/group speakerphone and USB cable 

CHAT 160 - Optimized for Skype - includes CHAT 170 personal/group speakerphone and USB cable 

CHATAttach 160 - Two CHAT 160’s and Attach cable 

910-156-250-00

910-156-251

CHATAttach 170 - Two CHAT 170’s and Attach cable 

Part No.



Part No. Personal Conferencing Speakerphone

910-159-001 CHAT 50 USB - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone and USB cable (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

910-159-002 CHAT 50 USB Plus - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone, USB cable, 2.5mm-3.5mm cell phone 
audio cable and power supply (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

910-159-002-01 CHAT 50 USB Plus International - includes CHAT 50 Personal Speakerphone, USB cable, 2.5mm-
3.5mm cell phone audio cable and power supply (with power supply clips for US, EUR, UK, AUS) (units 
ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5)

  

Personal Conferencing Speakerphone Accessories

830-159-001

910-159-250

CHAT 50/60/70 USB/mini USB Cable (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 

CHAT 70  Optimized for Lync - includes CHAT 70 personal speakerphone and USB cable 
(units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5) 

910-159-251 CHAT 60  Optimized Skype - includes CHAT 60 personal speakerphone and USB cable (units ordered 
directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 5) 

multiples of 10)

830-159-002 CHAT 50 cell phone audio cable 2.5mm - 3.5mm (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must 
be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-003 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable - 3.5mm to RCA (6' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-004 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable - 3.5mm - 3.5mm (3' Black) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-005 CHAT 50 MP3 player audio cable (3' White) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 
multiples of 10)

830-159-006 CHAT 50 video conferencing cable (3.5mm headphone/microphone jack) (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-007 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Cisco 79XX series phones (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-008 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Inter-Tel 8400, 8500, 8600, Encore 1000, and Encore 2000 series 
phones (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

830-159-009 CHAT 50 telephone audio cable for Avaya 24XX and 46XX series phones (units ordered directly from 
ClearOne must be ordered in multiples of 10)

460-159-001 CHAT 50/60/70 travel case (fits CHAT 50, power supply, cables) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be 
ordered in multiples of 10)

460-159-003 CHAT 50/60/70 travel case (fits CHAT 50, cables) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be ordered in 
multiples of 10)

551-159-001 CHAT 50 universal power supply (clips not included) (units ordered directly from ClearOne must be 
ordered in multiples of 10)

551-153-500-01G CHAT 50 international power supply clips (US, EU, UK and AUS) (units ordered directly from ClearOne 
must be ordered in multiples of 10)

Group Conferencing Speakerphone Accessories

860-156-220L CHAT 150 Cisco accessory kit - includes Cisco breakout box for 7940, 7960, and 7970 phones, power 
adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable

860-156-222L CHAT 150 Avaya accessory kit - includes Avaya breakout box for 2400, 4600, & 9600 series phones, 
power adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable

860-156-230L CHAT 150 VC accessory kit - includes video conferencing breakout box, power adapter, international 
power clips, RCA audio cable, 25' link cable

830-156-200

830-158-011L

10' CHAT 150/170 USB cable

25' CHAT 150 Link cable

Group Conferencing Speakerphone

910-156-200

910-156-200-00

CHAT 150 USB - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, USB cable

910-156-220 CHAT 150 Cisco - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, Cisco breakout box for 7940, 7960, and 7970 
phones, power adapter, international power clips, RJ-9/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable, USB cable 

910-156-222 CHAT 150 Avaya - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, Avaya breakout box for 2400,4600, and 9600 
series phones, power adapter, international power clips, RJ-0/RJ-9 telephone cable, 25' link cable, USB 
cable

910-156-230

910-156-250

910-156-251-00

CHAT 150 VC - includes CHAT 150 speakerphone, video conferencing breakout box, power adapter, 
international power clips, RCA audio cable, 25' link cable, USB cable

CHATAttach 150 - Two CHAT 150’s and Attach cable 

CHAT 170 - Optimized for Lync - includes CHAT 170 personal/group speakerphone and USB cable 

CHAT 160 - Optimized for Skype - includes CHAT 170 personal/group speakerphone and USB cable 

CHATAttach 160 - Two CHAT 160’s and Attach cable 

910-156-250-00

910-156-251

CHATAttach 170 - Two CHAT 170’s and Attach cable 

Part No.
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COLLABORATE™

COLLABORATEPart No.

910-401-100    

910-401-101   

930-401-170  

930-401-171  

910-401-022-01

910-401-026  

910-401-020-05

910-154-035 

910-154-015

910-401-040

850-401-013

850-401-013-01

850-401-007

850-401-007-01

911-401-011

911-401-001

911-300-025

910-401-075

850-401-002

850-401-003

850-401-004

850-401-010

Collaborate Console 4600 

Collaborate Console 4600 (wo windows)

Collaborate Console Dual  Display 4600

Collaborate Console Dual  Display 4600 (wo windows)

Collaborate Display 4600 

Collaborate Soundbar

WL Keyboard & Mouse Kit

Dialer

Mic

APC Power Conditioner w/o battery backup

Foot Stand for use with Collaborate Console Single Display

Foot Stand for use with Collaborate Console Dual Display

Wall Mounting Kit for use with Single Display

Wall Mounting Kit for use with Dual Display

Media Stand for use with Colaborate Console (single display includes 4-ru Rack)

Media Stand for use with Collaborate Console (single display)

Titan Dual Display Cart Articulating  foruse with Collaborate Console (dual display)

Collaborate Camera Bezel with adjustable camera mount

Camera Mounting Shelf for use with Collaborate Media Stand

Speaker Shelf Kit for use with Collaborate Media Stand

Rack Hanger Kitfor use with Collaborate Media Stand

4" casters for use with Collaborate Media Stand to create Collaborate Media 
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CONVERGE®

910- 151-891 VoIP Controller - VoIP (for Converge Pro and XAP Products) 

Control Accessories

910-151-890 Tabletop Controller - Wired (for Converge Pro and XAP Products)

Part No. Professional Conferencing Products
910-151-880 Converge Pro 880 - 8 channel AEC microphone mixer

910-151-882 Converge Pro 880TA - 8 channel AEC microphone mixer with 4-channel amplifier

910-151-810 Converge Pro 8i - 8 channel AEC input-only microphone expansion mixer

910-151-881 Converge Pro 880T - 8 channel AEC microphone mixer with built in telephone hybrid and amplifier

910-151-840 Converge Pro 840T - 4 channel AEC microphone mixer with built in telephone hybrid and amplifier

910-151-820 Converge Pro TH20 - telephone hybrid with telco noise cancellation

910-151-825 Converge Pro VH20 - VoIP hybrid based upon Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

Sound Reinforcement

910-151-900

910-151-901

Converge SR 1212 – Digital Matrix Mixer

Converge SR 1212A – 8-channel microphone mixer with 4-channel amplifier
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INTERACT™AT & PRO 

Part No. INTERACT With Wall Speakers

930-154-100 INTERACT AT Bundle A - Includes INTERACT AT, 2 INTERACT MIC, INTERACT Dialer (wired) and
Bose wall mount speakers

INTERACT AT Bundle B - Includes INTERACT AT, 3 INTERACT MIC, INTERACT Dialer (wired) and
Bose wall mount speakers

INTERACT AT Bundle E - Includes INTERACT AT, 2 INTERACT MIC, INTERACT Dialer (wired) and
Bose ceiling mount speakers

INTERACT AT Bundle I - Includes INTERACT AT, 2 INTERACT MIC EX, INTERACT Dialer (wired)

INTERACT AT Bundle J - Includes INTERACT AT, 3 INTERACT MIC EX, INTERACT Dialer (wired)

INTERACT AT Bundle F - Includes INTERACT AT, 3 INTERACT MIC, INTERACT Dialer (wired) and
Bose ceiling mount speakers

930-154-300
 

 

 

INTERACT With Ceiling Speakers

930-154-102

930-154-302

930-154-500

930-154-700

INTERACT Alacart Versions

 

INTERACT Installer Versions

INTERACT AT Mixer - Conferencing system supporting up to 3 INTERACT Mic of INTERACT Mic EX
devices in any combination

INTERACT Dialer - Wired version of tabletop controller 

910-154-010

910-154-035

INTERACT MIC - Microphone pod with 360 degree coverage and integrated mute button

INTERACT MIC EX - Microphone breakout box with 3-XLR mic/line input channels 

910-154-015

910-154-020

INTERACT COM - Interface device for adding USB audio and headset audio to system

INTERACT Ceiling speaker kit 

910-154-030

910-154-016

INTERACT Wired kit - Includes INTERACT COM and INTERACT Dialer910-154-050

910-154-055 INTERACT Pro - Mixer (8 channel AEC microphone mixer with built in telephone hybrid)

INTERACT COM - (Interface device for adding USB audio and headset audio to system)

INTERACT Dialer - (Wired version of tabletop controller)

910-145-065

910-145-030

910-145-035

INTERACT 8i - (8 channel AEC input-only microphone expansion device for INTERACT Pro mixer) 

INTERACT Pro Version
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CONVERGE®/INTERACT™ ACCESSORIES

Professional Conferencing Accessories

830-150-003

Cable Assy – RJ-45 Term. Black, TH2/XAP800 (G-Link Terminator)

673-016-003

Connector – Term Block/F Euro 3P  (Phoenix Connector)

673-016-104

Connector – Term Block/F Euro 4P (Phoenix Connector)

699-110-004

699-110-005

699-110-006

699-110-007

699-110-008

Power Cord – 2.5M 3 COND Euro

Power Cord – 5AMP 2.5M 3 COND UK

Power Cord – 3 COND 10 AMP 250V AUS

Power Cord – 10AMP 250V PHP-304R CHINA

Power Cord – PHP-301 TO PHS-301 JAPAN 11124-56-2A

910-151-050 AT&T Digital-to-Analog Telephone Converter – Allows telco hybrid interface to AT&T PBX lines

910-151-051 Rolm Digital-to-Analog Telephone Converter – Allows telco hybrid interface to Rolm PBX lines

910-151-052 Nortel Digital-to-Analog Telephone Converter – Allows telco hybrid interface to Nortel PBX lines

910-103-010 JBL Wall Mount Speaker

860-150-002 Side Panels – Replaces rack ears on installed products when tabletop placement is required

Microphone Accessories

910-103-162 Button Microphone – Omni-Directional 

910-103-164 Button Microphone – Uni-Directional

910-103-340 Delta Microphone 

910-103-161 Tabletop Microphone – Uni-Directional  
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MAX®

Part No. Wired Tabletop Conferencing Phones 

910-158-500 MAX EX  –  wired expandable conferencing phone (US Version)

910-158-555 MAX EX Expansion Kit  – includes phone and connecting cable, no base unit

910-158-500-00 MAXAttach - includes 2 phones, one base unit, and connecting cables

910-158-500-01 MAXAttach plus one Expansion kit

910-158-500-02 MAXAttach plus two Expansion kits

Wireless Tabletop Conferencing Phones 

910-158-400 MAX Wireless  –  wireless conferencing phone (WDCT 2.4 GHz, US Version)

910-158-400-00 MAXAttach Wireless Confererence Phone System (two phones and one base unit)

IP Tabletop Conferencing Phones

910-158-301 MAX IP -  wired expandable conferencing phone (US Version)

910-158-350 MAX IP Expansion Kit - includes phone and connecting cable, no base unit

910-158-355 MAXAttach IP - includes 2 phones, one base unit, and connecting cables

910-158-355-01 MAXAttach IP plus one Expansion kit

910-158-355-02 MAXAttach IP plus two Expansion kits

Part No. Tabletop Conferencing Accessories

910-158-550 MAXAttach Expansion Base - provides hardware necessary to split MAXAttach into complete separate 
phone systems - includes power adaptor, base unit and connecting cables

910-158-345 MAXAttach IP Expansion Base - provides hardware necessary to split MAXAttach IP into complete 
separate phone systems - includes power adaptor, base unit and connecting cables

592-158-003 Battery Pack -  7.2V 2200 MAH with fuse for MAX Wireless Phones 

910-156-120  Konexx Konference – Digital to Analog Converter

 

592-158-001 Battery Pack – 7.2 V 1800 MAH for MAX Wireless Phones

592-158-002 Battery Pack –  7.2V 2200 MAH for MAX Wireless Phones 

592-158-003 Battery Pack –  7.2V 2200 MAH with fuse for MAX Wireless Phones 

 850-158-027 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - US

 850-158-027-02 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - Euro

 850-158-027-06 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - UK 

 910-158-027-01 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - Australia 

 910-158-027-03 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - South Africa

 910-158-027-04 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - South Korea

 910-158-027-05 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - Singapore

 910-158-027-07 Charging Unit – with Cable Retainer for MAX Wireless Conference Phone - China

 830-158-005 Cable Assembly – RJ-45/RJ-45 12 Ft

 830-000-012 Cable Assembly – Telephone 12 Ft

 830-158-002 Cable Assembly – RJ-45/RJ-45 25 Ft

699-158-001 Power Cord – Euro Type 3-Pin

699-158-002 Power Cord – UK Type 3-Pin 

699-158-003 Power Cord – Australia -Type 3-Pin 

699-158-004 Power Cord – South Africa -Type 3-Pin

699-158-005 Power Cord – Switzerland -Type 3

699-158-015 Power Cord – US -Type 3-Pin 
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VIEW™

860-

NS-TL430

NS-TL700

910-225-002

Encoders/Decoders

Audio Decoders and Amplifiers

Control Interfaces

Ethernet Switches

Accessories

MLA9300 MLA9300 - IP Video/audio encoder 

VLS100 - IP Video decoder 

MLA9101 - IP Audio encoder 

SL9250 - Rack mounted IP-Based controller-amplifier 

SL251 - IP-Based controller/amplifier 

AMP2200 - Professional amplifier with EIM interface for connection to an SL audio decoder
200 watts/channel or 600 watts bridged 

SL254 - IP-Based controller/amplifier 

XT9170-CS - Constant voltage transformer 

TL430 - 4.3 inch IP-Based in-wall touch screen controller 

TL430 - 7.0 inch IP-Based in-wall touch screen controller 

CL100 - RS232 / IR Network control interface  

NS-SW1124

NS-SW1148

910-225-005

NS-PL250

 NS-PL140

NS-PLS2

NS-RSU1

NS-AP500

NS-EIM2RCA

NS-TLB700

 NS-TLB430

NS-MKSL220-SM

NS-MKSL220-IW

NS-IRL1

NS-PS301-LS

NS-MMP100

NS-RP25

SW1124 - 24 port IGMP (Internet Group Message protocol) enabled, mulicasting, non-blocking
gigabit ethernet switch 

SW1148 - 48 port IGMP (Internet Group Message protocol) enabled, mulicasting, non-blocking
gigabit ethernet switch 

PL960 - Power supply with 8 channels 

PL250 - 100 watt plug-in power supply 

PL140 - 40 watt plug-in power supply 

PLS2 - Rack shelf to mount up to 3 PL906’s 

RSU1 - 1U high rack shelf for mounting up to two 1/2 rack components 

910-225-011

910-225-004

910-225-008

910-225-006

910-225-007

910-225-001

910-225-013

Part No.

AP500 - Audio Port with input and output, and IR emitter output. White faceplate and trim plate 

EIM2RCA - EIM to RCA interface cable 

TLB700 - TL700 Rough in box 

TLB430 - TL430 Rough in box 

MKSL220-SM - SL251/SL254 Surface mounting plate 

MKSL220-IW - SL251/SL254 in wall mounting plate for a 2 gang box 

IRL1 - EIM to IR receiver 

PS301-LS - LED power sensor 

MMP100- Multimedia port for use with VL-9100. Allows extension of video, audio, and control ports up to 45m. 

RP25 - Universal Rack Plate 19” rack plate for mounting up to (4) SL252/SL254 modules. 



MEDIA CARTS

 

Rack Cart

911-171-202 AV Rack Cart – 20-space rack unit, 20" internal depth, smoked Plexiglas door 

Media Cart Accessories 

911-171-299 Wall Mount Shelf – for a Pan/Tilt/Zoom Camera (for ClearPresence, Titan and Tradtional series) 

911-171-300 Wall Mount Shelf – for set-top videoconferencing codec (for ClearPresence, Titan and Tradtional series) 

Rack rails – 25” (for Traditional series) 

Rack rails – 17” (for Traditional series) 

911-171-298 Pan/Tilt/Zoom Camera Mounting Kit – for mounting over top of 42-60" plasma screens, includes 
telescoping pole and shelf (for Traditional series) 

911-171-302 Videoconferencing Set-Top Mounting Kit – for mounting over top of 42-60" plasma screens, includes 
telescoping pole and shelf (for Traditional series)

911-171-305 Locks for all wood series glass doors (pair) (for Titan and Traditional series)

911-171-308

911-171-317

Wood Series Single Plasma Cart – with Rack Rails 

Dual Monitor Cart

911-171-128 Dual-Top Hybrid Monitor Cart – fits two 32" Sony WEGA, JVC l’Art (side firing audio), or two 36" 
standard monitors, built with metal channel reinforced wood top, wood base

Plasma Carts

911-171-002

911-171-091 50" Plasma Monitor Cart – 24" deep, grommet back, peripheral shelf

Part No.

Titan Metal Series Carts

911-300-001

Titan Metal Series Articulating Arm Cart

Titan Single Monitor Cart – 9-space rack (22" depth), fits up to 36" monitor

911-300-101

911-300-025

Titan Single Plasma Cart* – for single 42" through 63" plasma monitors

911-300-110 Titan Dual Plasma Cart* – for dual 42" and dual 50" plasma monitors

Titan Dual Plasma Articulating Arm Cart – for dual 42" and dual 50" plasma monitors

911-300-201 Universal Plasma/LCD Mount

*Requires Chief PST-2XXX Wall Mount per plasma monitor mounted to cart (not included)

Set-Top Video Conferencing Cart 

911-171-014 35" Monitor Cart – curved front with grommet back, fits 35/36" standard or 32" WEGA monitor

Standard Video Conferencing Cart 

911-171-042 35" Monitor Cart – vented back panel, fits 35/36" standard or 32" WEGA monitor

 

Highboy AV Cart 

911-171-060 Highboy AV Cart – 42" tall, fixed peripheral shelf, fits up to 32" monitor

AV Cart

911-171-073 35" Monitor Cart – fixed peripheral shelf, grommet back, fits 35/36" standard or 32" WEGA monitor
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